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Probing VBF and VBS :: Motivation

● Important tests of Electroweak and Strong interaction
● They directly probe EW boson self-interactions
● They are a portal to 

○ Understanding Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
○ Probing BSM physics

Measurements:
● Fiducial and differential cross-sections
● Looking for anomalous couplings (EFT)
● Probing EW boson polarisation
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EW ZZjj



Probing VBF and VBS :: What we measure
Cannot directly measure VBF/VBS

○ Significant interference with other diagrams with same order in 
○ Extracting VBF/VBS component is not gauge invariant
○ We can only measure electroweak production of VVjj (VBS) or Vjj (VBF)
○ Moreover, QCD/strong production is much larger than EW (excl. W±W±jj)
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region is optimised to suppress the reducible backgrounds coming from processes with di�erent final
states. Multivariate discriminants (MDs) are used to further separate the EW signal from the remaining
backgrounds, including both the reducible ones and the irreducible non-EW Z Z j j process, which contains
two strong interactions at the lowest order in perturbation theory and is referred to as QCD VV j j production.
Figure 1 depicts the typical diagrams for both the EW VBS and QCD Z Z j j processes. These MDs exploit
the characteristics of VBS production, such as a large separation in rapidity between the two jets (�y( j j))
as well as a significant invariant mass of the jet pair (mj j). The production of Z Z j j in which one or both
Z bosons decay into electrons or muons via ⌧-leptons is considered as signal, but it makes a negligible
contribution to the selected event sample.
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Figure 1: Typical diagrams for the production of Z Z j j, including the relevant EW VBS diagrams (first row) and
QCD diagrams (second row).

2 Experimental apparatus

The ATLAS experiment [15–17] at the LHC uses a multipurpose particle detector with a forward–backward
symmetric cylindrical geometry and a near 4⇡ coverage in solid angle. ATLAS uses a right-handed
coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the
z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis
points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, �) are used in the transverse plane, � being the azimuthal angle
around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle ✓ as ⌘ = � ln tan(✓/2). The
angular distance between two physics objects is measured in units of �R ⌘

p
(�⌘)2 + (��)2. The ATLAS

detector consists of an inner tracking detector (ID) surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing
a 2 T axial magnetic field, electromagnetic (EM) and hadron calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer
(MS). The ID covers the pseudorapidity range |⌘ | < 2.5. It consists of silicon pixel, silicon microstrip,
and transition radiation tracking detectors. Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters provide EM
energy measurements with high granularity. A steel/scintillator-tile hadron calorimeter covers the central
pseudorapidity range (|⌘ | < 1.7). The endcap and forward regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters
for EM and hadronic energy measurements up to |⌘ | = 4.9. The MS surrounds the calorimeters and is
based on three large air-core toroidal superconducting magnets with eight coils each. The field integral
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Probing Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
● VBS at high energy subject to delicate cancellation between terms

○ σ(WLWLà WLWL) grows with energy w/o Higgs boson
○ Very sensitive to shifts in the trilinear or quartic gauge coupling

● V(V)jj is a fundamendal probe of SU(2)L x U(1)Y

4Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

3.4. THE V V INTERACTION AND WHY IT IS STILL INTERESTING 37

and ZZ 3 pairs.

Figure 3.7: The total W+
L W+

L scattering cross sections as a function of the center of mass
energy for di!erent values of the HWW coupling, gHWW , Assumed here are two colliding
on-shell, unpolarized W+ beams and a 120 GeV Higgs boson. Coupling gHWW=1 (lower
black curve) corresponds to the Standard Model. Blue curves represent gHWW < 1, the
curve for gHWW=0 is equivalent to the Higgsless case. Green curves represent gHWW > 1.
Also shown is the total cross section for W+

T W+
X scattering (upper black curve, subscript

X denotes any polarization, T or L), its variations with the HWW coupling are contained
within the line width. A cut on the scattering angle that corresponds to pseudorapidity
of ±1.5 with respect to the incoming W direction was applied. Results of MadGraph
calculations.

3.4.2 Gauge boson couplings in V V scattering

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the high energy behavior of vector boson scattering
amplitudes is sensitive not only to the Higgs couplings to vector bosons (and Higgs mass),
but also to the triple and quartic vector boson couplings. As much as the former are

3ZZ should be always understood as a sum of the amplitudes for the W+W! ! ZZ and ZZ ! ZZ
scattering processes.

38CHAPTER 3. STANDARDMODEL EXPERIMENTAL STATUS AND PROSPECTS FOR BSM

Figure 3.8: TotalW+
L W+

L scattering cross section as a function of the center of mass energy
for di!erent values of the WWWW quartic coupling (labeled 4W , blue curves) and the
WWZ triple coupling (labeled WWZ, green curves). The corresponding couplings are
scaled by a constant factor relative to their respective Standard Model values. Assumed
here are two colliding on-shell, unpolarized W+ beams and a 120 GeV Higgs boson. A
cut on the scattering angle that corresponds to pseudorapidity of ±1.5 with respect to
the incoming W direction was applied. Results of MadGraph calculations.

arXiv:1412.8367

Quartic Gauge Coupling

Triple Gauge CouplingHiggs Coupling

https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.8367
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ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-005
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Smallest cross-sections 
measured by ATLAS!

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-005


Overview of Run-2 ATLAS VBS/VBF Analyses
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W±W±jj (36 fb-1): 6.5σ
PRL 123 (2019) 161801

VVjj (36 fb-1): 2.7σ
PRD 100 (2019) 032007

WZjj (36 fb-1): 5.3σ
PLB 793 (2019) 469

γγà WW (139 fb-1): 8.4σ
PLB 816 (2021) 136190

Zγjj (36 fb-1): 4.1σ
PLB 803 (2020) 135341

Zjj (139 fb-1)
EPJ C 81 (2021) 163

ZZjj (139 fb-1): 5.5σ
arXiv:2004.10612 This talk

See talk by Ben Smart in 
this session for VBF/VBS 
measurements with 
photons

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-06
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-20
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-23
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-21
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-26
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-27
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-19
https://indico.cern.ch/event/905399/timetable/?view=standard


VBF/VBS Event Signature

● Two jets with large rapidity separation and large invariant mass (mjj)
● One or two central vector bosons (V=W or Z)

7Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

Candidate VBS ZZjj event

EW ZZjj



Zjj Production

● Poor modelling of mjj by MC event 
generators

○ Affecting both QCD/strong and EW Zjj
○ Mis-modelling of QCD Zjj especially 

acute in high-mjj (signal region)
● Using data-driven background estimate

8LHCP - 7 June 2021Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford

● Splitting in 4 regions according to:
○ Number of jets between the 2 leading jets (gap jets)
○ Centrality of the Z boson: ξZ= |yll – ½ (yj1+yj2)|/ |Δyjj|

● Yields one EW-enhanced signal region and 3 strong-
enhanced (control) regions

Detailed event selection in backup

EPJ C 81 (2021) 163

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-27


Zjj Production :: Fitting Procedure

Maximum likelihood fit performed to extract the EW Zjj signal
v Bin-by-bin weight for strong Zjj, separate between low and high centrality (linked 

between the two Njet regions)
v Applying linear function to strong Zjj to correct for residual Njet dependence
v Using same bin-by-bin weights for EW Zjj across all regions

9Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

PRE-FIT POST-FIT

EPJ C 81 (2021) 163

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-27


Zjj Production :: Fitting Procedure

Fitting for 
alternative 
generators 

10Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

PRE-FIT POST-FIT

EPJ C 81 (2021) 163

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-27


Zjj Production :: Results

● Fiducial cross-section measurement in mjj, |Δyjj|, pT,ll and Δφjj in SR
○ Inclusive cross-section also measured in CR
○ Data compared to various generators (for EW and strong)

● EW Zjj signal extracted for each of the 3 strong Zjj MC generators
○ Taking the result (midpoint) and dominant uncertainty from the envelope of 3 measurements
○ Integrated cross-section of 37.5 ± 3.5 (stat) ± 5.5 (sys) fb
○ In agreement with SM prediction of  39.5 ± 3.4 (scale) ± 1.2 (PDF) from Herwig7 + VBFNLO

11Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

EWINCLUSIVE

EPJ C 81 (2021) 163

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-27


Effective Field Theory Interpretation

Constraining dim-6 operators in Warsaw basis
○ CP-even:                           ; CP-odd:

12Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

CHRISTIAN GÜTSCHOW

VBF AND VBS MEASUREMENTS

EFT constraints
Leff = LSM +

P
i

ci

⇤2 Oi

‹ constraints placed on dim-6
operators in Warsaw basis

‹ CP-even: OW , OHWB

‹ CP-odd: ÕW , ÕHWB

‹ SM predictions modified as:
|M|

2 = |MSM|
2 + |Md6|

2

+ 2Re(M⇤
SMMd6)

with pure SM-term
taken from Herwig7+VBFNLO
and using SMEFTsim
and MadGraph5+Pythia8
for remaining terms

Wilson Includes 95% confidence interval [TeV�2] CL (SM)
coe�cient |Md6 |2 Expected Observed

cW/⇤2 no [�0.30, 0.30] [�0.19, 0.41] 45.9%
yes [�0.31, 0.29] [�0.19, 0.41] 43.2%

c̃W/⇤2 no [�0.12, 0.12] [�0.11, 0.14] 82.0%
yes [�0.12, 0.12] [�0.11, 0.14] 81.8%

cHWB/⇤2 no [�2.45, 2.45] [�3.78, 1.13] 29.0%
yes [�3.11, 2.10] [�6.31, 1.01] 25.0%

c̃HWB/⇤2 no [�1.06, 1.06] [0.23, 2.34] 1.7%
yes [�1.06, 1.06] [0.23, 2.35] 1.6%
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]
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Figure 9: Di�erential cross-sections measured in CRa for inclusive / 9 9 production as a function of < 9 9 (left) and
?T,✓✓ (right), where CRa is defined by #

gap
jets � 1 and b/ < 0.5. The unfolded data are shown as black points, with the

statistical uncertainty represented by an error bar and the total uncertainty represented as a grey band. The data are
compared with theoretical predictions constructed from di�erent strong / 9 9 predictions provided by S����� (green)
and MG5_NLO+P�8 (blue). Uncertainty bands are shown for the two theoretical predictions. Each theory prediction
is slightly o�set from the bin center to avoid overlap.

9 Constraints on anomalous weak-boson self-interactions

In this section, the measured EW / 9 9 di�erential cross-sections are used to constrain extensions to the SM
that produce anomalous weak-boson self-interactions. The anomalous interactions are introduced using an
e�ective field theory (EFT), for which the e�ective Lagrangian is given by

Le� = LSM +

’
8

28

⇤2
O8 , (4)

where LSM is the SM Lagrangian, the O8 are dimension-six operators in the Warsaw basis [78], and the
28/⇤2 are Wilson coe�cients that describe the strength of the anomalous interactions induced by those
operators. Constraints are placed on two CP-even operators (O, , O�,⌫) and two CP-odd operators (Õ, ,
Õ�,⌫), which are known to produce anomalous ,,/ interactions.

Theoretical predictions are constructed for the EW / 9 9 process using the e�ective Lagrangian in Equation 4.
The amplitude for the EW / 9 9 process is split into a SM part, MSM, and a dimension-six part, Md6, which
contains the anomalous interactions. The di�erential cross-section or squared amplitude then has three
contributions

|M|
2 = |MSM |

2
+ 2 Re(M⇤

SMMd6) + |Md6 |
2
, (5)

namely a pure SM term |MSM |
2, a pure dimension-six term |Md6 |

2, and a term that contains the interference
between the SM and dimension-six amplitudes, 2 Re(M⇤

SMMd6). The constraints on the dimension-six
operators presented in this section are derived both with and without the pure dimension-six terms included
in the theoretical prediction. This tests whether the results are robust against missing dimension-eight
operators in the EFT expansion.

The pure-SM contribution to the EW / 9 9 di�erential cross-sections in Equation 5 is taken to be the
prediction from H�����7+V�����. The contributions arising from the interference and pure dimension-
six terms are generated at leading order in perturbative QCD using M��G����5+P�����8, with the
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Look Elsewhere Effect: there is a 6.2% 
probability for the SM to be outside of 95% 
CL when considering these for coefficients

EPJ C 81 (2021) 163

Linear term is dominating: including |Md6|2 has no big effect

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-27


VBS ZZjj Production: Z à 4l OR Z à 2l2ν
v Two jets with a large rapidity separation
v Large dijet invariant mass (mjj)



● Extracting inclusive cross-section in two SRs
● SR: EW selection + Z-mass (ll) window

+  2 jets with yj1 . yj2 < 0, mjj > 400/300 GeV, |Δyjj| > 2
● Large bkg. from WZ and non-resonant ll in llννjj

Inclusive ZZjj Production

14Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

8 Measurement of fiducial cross-sections

In addition to the observation of the EW Z Z j j process, the cross-sections for the production of inclusive
Z Z j j are also measured in the ```` j j and ``⌫⌫ j j channels. This measurement, corrected for detector
ine�ciency and resolution without any further theoretical interpretation, provides the most model-
independent results. The cross-sections are measured following the formula � = (Ndata � Nbkg)/(L ⇥ C),
where Ndata and Nbkg refer to the number of events in data and the expected number of background events
from non-Z Z j j processes respectively, L refers to the integrated luminosity, and C is the correction factor
to extrapolate the QCD and EW Z Z j j events from detector level to the fiducial volume, calculated as
the ratio of the number of Z Z j j events passing the detector-level event selection to the number of events
selected in the fiducial volume.

The definitions of the fiducial volumes closely follow the detector-level selections, using ‘particle-level’
electrons, muons, E

miss
T and jets, which are reconstructed in simulation from stable final-state particles,

prior to their interactions with the detector, following the procedure described in Ref. [51]. In the ```` j j

channel, the dilepton mass requirement is relaxed (relative to the detector-level selection) to the wider range
60–120 GeV to ensure compatibility with the previous CMS publication [13]. In the ``⌫⌫ j j channel, both
the electrons and muons are selected in the |⌘ | < 2.5 region to simplify the charged-lepton selections. In
addition, no requirement is placed on the E

miss
T -significance due to the complexity of defining this variable

at particle level; however, the particle-level E
miss
T is required to be greater than 130 GeV. All the other

kinematic selection requirements have the same definition as the detector-level ones.

The C-factors are found to be (69.9±3.1)% in the ```` j j channel, and (21.6±1.2)% in the ``⌫⌫ j j channel,
where the errors reflect the total uncertainties. The smaller C-factor in the ``⌫⌫ j j channel is due to the
large event migration e�ect in events passing the E

miss
T selection requirement at particle level that have a

small E
miss
T -significance at detector level. The measured and predicted fiducial cross-sections are presented

in Table 3. Uncertainties from di�erent sources are presented explicitly. The data statistical uncertainty
dominates, while the experimental uncertainties related to jet measurements and the background estimates
are the major systematic uncertainties in the ```` j j and ``⌫⌫ j j channels, respectively. The measurements
of 1.27 ± 0.14 fb for the ```` j j channel and 1.22 ± 0.35 fb for the ``⌫⌫ j j channel are compatible with
the SM predictions. The measurement precision in the ```` j j channel is better than the accuracy of the
theoretical prediction.

Table 3: Measured and predicted fiducial cross-sections in both the ```` j j and ``⌫⌫ j j channels for the inclusive
Z Z j j processes. Uncertainties due to di�erent sources are presented explicitly, including the one from the statistical
uncertainty of the data and simulated samples (stat), the one from the theoretical predictions (theo), the experimental
ones due to the lepton and jet calibrations (exp), the ones from background estimates (bkg), and the one from the
luminosity (lumi).

Measured fiducial � [fb] Predicted fiducial � [fb]
```` j j 1.27 ± 0.12(stat) ± 0.02(theo) ± 0.07(exp) ± 0.01(bkg) ± 0.03(lumi) 1.14 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.20(theo)
``⌫⌫ j j 1.22 ± 0.30(stat) ± 0.04(theo) ± 0.06(exp) ± 0.16(bkg) ± 0.03(lumi) 1.07 ± 0.01(stat) ± 0.12(theo)
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Detailed event selection in backup

arXiv:2004.10612 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-19


Electroweak ZZjj Production

● Using BDT to separate EW and QCD ZZjj
● Also fitting QCD CR to constrain background
● EW ZZjj cross-section : 0.82 ± 0.21 fb

(one of the smallest measured by ATLAS) 

15Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

Observation of EW ZZjj (LO MG5+Pythia8)

arXiv:2004.10612 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-19


Photon-induced WW :: γγà WW

16Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021



17Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021
Talk by Christophe Royon June 8 @ 15:27 CEST

PLB 816 (2021) 136190

Photon-induced WW :: γγà WW
σ(γγ→WW) = 3.13 ± 0.31(stat) ± 0.28(sys) fb
Observation: 8.4 σ

https://indico.cern.ch/event/905399/contributions/4292714/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-21


The Start of a Long Journey

These sets of results using Run-2 
data are ony the beginning…

As we learned to understand the 
backgrounds and signal, we can 
proceed with further probes:
v Differential distributions
v Probing polarisation
v Preparing for HL-LHC

Stay tuned on this exciting field!
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Summary

The Vjj and VVjj final states are an essential probe of EWSB
○ Delicate cancellation of terms to achieve unitarity
○ But very challenging to measure precisely

Comprehensive program within ATLAS to measure Vjj and VVjj
○ Background modelling is key to precisely measure these processes

More ATLAS results in the pipeline: Stay Tuned!

20Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

Zjj (139 fb-1)
EPJ C 81 (2021) 163

ZZjj (139 fb-1): 5.5σ
arXiv:2004.10612 

ZOOM room after session: https://cern.zoom.us/j/68001154922
(Same password as this session)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-27
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-19
https://cern.zoom.us/j/68001154922
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ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-005

LHCP - 7 June 2021Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-005
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Unraveling Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

23LHCP - 7 June 2021Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford
Figure 2: The cross-sections for longitudinal gauge-boson scattering resulting from subsets of
the tree-level diagrams: (a) diagrams involving only three-gauge-boson couplings, (b) diagram
involving only four-gauge-boson couplings, (c) diagrams involving Higgs bosons.

Figure 3: The integrated lowest-order cross-sections for various polarizations.

6

Denner, Hahn, Nucl.Phys.B525:27-50,1998

Introduction Theory Predictions Selection MC based Backgrounds Non-Prompt Charge MisID Systematics Fitting and cross section Summary and Open Items Summary

Motivation for this analysis

Motivation:
Gauge boson scattering includes
triple, quartic, and Higgs couplings

) Probe electroweak gauge theory in SM

Coupling to Higgs restores unitarity

) May give complementary insight in EWSB
wrt direct Higgs measurements

VBS channel with highest EW/QCD cross
section ratio

Previous Results:
ATLAS, 8 TeV: Evidence with 3.6 � (2.3 �)
observed (expected) [CERN-EP-2016-167]

CMS, 13 TeV: Observation with
5.5 � (5.7 �) observed (expected)
[CMS-PAS-SMP-17-004]
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EW WZjj Production

24Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

WZjj (36 fb-1): 5.3σ
PLB 793 (2019) 469

http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-23


EW W±W±jj Production

25Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021

W±W±jj (36 fb-1): 6.5σ
PRL 123 (2019) 161801

section prediction for W±W± j j electroweak production, where the systematic uncertainty also includes the
absolute normalization uncertainty of this prediction. This corresponds to a fiducial signal cross section
of:

�fid. = 2.89+0.51
�0.48 (stat.) +0.24

�0.22 (exp. syst.) +0.14
�0.16 (mod. syst.) +0.08

�0.06 (lumi.) fb,

where the uncertainties correspond to the statistical, experimental systematic, theory modeling systematic
and luminosity uncertainties, respectively. The experimental systematic uncertainty includes the detector
systematic uncertainties and the uncertainties in estimating all background processes except for the W Z
and W±W± j j strong production processes that are accounted for in the modeling systematic uncertainty.
Table 2 summarizes the impacts of di�erent components of systematic uncertainty.

The measured fiducial cross section includes contributions from both the W±W± j j electroweak production
and its interference with the W±W± j j strong production, estimated to be approximately 6% of the predicted
fiducial cross section for W±W± j j electroweak production. The fiducial cross section for the W±W± j j
electroweak production, without the interference e�ect, is predicted by S����� and P�����+P�����8
to be 2.01+0.33

�0.23 fb and 3.08+0.45
�0.46 fb, respectively. The impact on the measured fiducial cross section of

using P�����+P�����8 instead of S����� to generate the mj j signal template was tested and found to be
smaller than the 3.6% signal modeling uncertainty.
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Figure 3: The m`` distribution for events meeting all selection criteria for the signal region is shown as predicted
after the fit. The hatched band represents the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the background prediction
added in quadrature. The fitted signal strength and nuisance parameters have been propagated, with the exception
of the uncertainties due to the interference and electroweak corrections for which a flat uncertainty is assigned.
The backgrounds from V� production and electron charge misreconstruction are combined in the e/� conversions
category. The other prompt category combines Z Z , VVV and tt̄V background contributions. The last bin of the
distribution includes the overflow.
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Observation using 36 fb-1

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-06


EW VVjj Production

26

VVjj (36 fb-1): 2.7σ
PRD 100 (2019) 032007

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/STDM-2017-20


Zjj Production :: Event Selection
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Zjj Production :: MC Generators
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Zjj Production :: (Pre-Fit) Event Yields
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Zjj Production :: Results

● Also performing measurement using of observables: |Δyjj|, pT,ll and Δφjj

30Karolos Potamianos, University of Oxford LHCP - 7 June 2021



ZZjj Production :: Event Selection
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